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Terminology
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How to Speak Stone-Campbell
excerpts from Church History article (Issue 106, 2013) by Douglas A. Foster and McHarvey Ice

• The Stone-Campbell movement today comprises three 
distinct bodies [????]: Christian Church (Disciples of 
Christ), Churches of Christ, and Christian 
Churches/Churches of Christ. Congregations of the 
movement in the nineteenth century were known by 
several versions of these names. But division became a 
settled reality in the twentieth century. 
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How to Speak Stone-Campbell
excerpts from Church History article (Issue 106, 2013) by Douglas A. Foster and McHarvey Ice

• Congregations who did not worship with instrumental music or conduct 
missionary work through organized societies were known by the early 1900s 
as Churches of Christ. Congregations using instruments and cooperating 
with missionary societies were called Christian Churches or Disciples of 
Christ.

• In 1968 the more progressive wing of the Christian Churches, through a 
process called Restructure, formed a mainline Protestant denomination: 
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Those not wishing to be 
identified with that denomination are often called Independents and 
usually refer to themselves as Christian Churches/Churches of Christ. 
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2019
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Streams of the Stone-Campbell Movement

• Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) as of 1968 [was Christian Churches 
(Disciples of Christ) before restructure]

• Churches of Christ (a capella; non-instrumental)

• Christian Churches/Churches of Christ (aka Independents or instrumental)

• Churches of Christ, Disciples of Christ International (sometimes referred to 
as the Assembly Churches): majority black churches; the two branches of 
Disciples have been apart since 1868 when the annual conference of Disciples 
of Christ in North Carolina voted to separate from black Disciples; Over the 
ensuing years, the two groups developed separate worship styles, governance 
and structures. today, the Churches of Christ, Disciples of Christ 
International – also known as the Assembly churches – are comprised of 
about 25,000 members in 300 churches spanning from New York to Miami, 
with additional churches in Africa and the Caribbean.
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How to Speak Stone-Campbell
excerpts from Church History article (Issue 106, 2013) by Douglas A. Foster and McHarvey Ice

• Restoration Movement: Common designation for the movement, reflecting 
the ideal of restoring beliefs and practices of the New Testament church 
perceived to have been lost, neglected, or corrupted. This idea was also 
often used by Latter Day Saints traditions. 

• Stone-Campbell Movement: New name proposed by historian Leroy Garrett 
in The Stone-Campbell Movement: An Anecdotal History of Three 
Churches (1981). Some resisted the name because they felt Campbell should 
be listed first; others thought it abandoned the “Restoration Ideal.” Still, it is 
currently the most widely used designation for a movement that embraces 
three [?] distinct churches.
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Slogans

• “We have no creed but Christ, no book but the Bible, no law but love, 
no name but the Divine.” Early Stone-Campbell slogan

• “Where the scriptures speak, we speak. Where the scriptures are silent, 
we are silent.” Introduced by Thomas Campbell

• “In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity.” 
[Early Christian slogan attributed to various sources, including 
Rupertus Meldensius and adopted by Stone-Campbell churches]

• "We are Christians only, but not the only Christians."

• “Bible names for Bible things”
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Disciples of Christ and 
Popular Culture
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https://www.facebook.com
/1081895298/posts/10218
103440152479/?d=n
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http://www.iamnotastalker.com/2010/09/22/the-church-
where-phyllis-got-married-on-the-
office/?fbclid=IwAR1OiF_nQD68J8erLtJnsR4LgTld3I0G-S-
0ue9N883JGuA1KHyxz8LoTJ8
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How I Met Your Mother

Indiana Jones and the 
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull
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7th Heaven
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Young Sheldon
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Parks and Recreation season 6 episode 20
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Brooklyn 99
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Famous Disciples 
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William J. Barber, II

President, Repairers of the Breach, Co-
Chair of the Poor People’s Campaign and 
Pastor of Greenleaf Christian Church, 
North (Disciples of Christ) in Goldsboro, 
North Carolina; since 2006 he has been 
president of the NAACP's North Carolina 
state chapter, 
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Presidents

James A. Garfield
20th U.S. President

Lyndon B. Johnson
36th U.S. President

Ronald Reagan
40th U.S. President
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J. William Fulbright
Former United 
States Senator 
(1945-1974)

James Beauchamp Clark
Former Speaker of the 
United States House of 
Representatives (1911-1919)

James Clark McReynolds
Former Associate Justice 
of the Supreme Court of 
the United States 
(1914-1941)

Joseph Rucker Lamar
Former Associate Justice 
of the Supreme Court of 
the United States 
(1911-1916)
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Carry  Amelia Nation was an 
American woman who was a radical 
member of the temperance 
movement, which opposed alcohol 
before the advent of Prohibition. She 
is remembered for attacking alcohol-
serving establishments with a 
hatchet.
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Thomas W. Phillips (New Castle, PA) was an oil man and was 
elected as a Republican to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses. In 1906 Phillips was approached by his friend, Dr. 
Ely Zollars, for held in establishing a bible college in what was 
then the Oklahoma Territory. Mr. Phillips agreed to pay Dr. 
Zollars salary for one year while his friend sought to secure a 
location for the school. Phillips became a long time benefactor 
of the school which was initially called Oklahoma Christian 
University. Upon Phillips' death the trustees voted to change the 
name of the school to Phillips University in his honor. The 
university closed in 1998, but Phillips Theological Seminary 
which separated from the university in 1987, continues to exist.

Lew Wallace was an American 
lawyer, Union general in the 
American Civil War, governor of 
the New Mexico Territory, 
politician, diplomat, and author 
from Indiana.
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Cassius was a bold evangelist, 
publicist and critic of racism both in 
the church and in society; Cassius’s 
Third Birth of a Nation (1920), was a 
sharp response to Thomas Dixon’s 
racist novel, The Clansman (1905) 
and D. W. Griffith’s movie, Birth of a 
Nation (1915)

Preston Taylor (November 7, 1849 – April 13, 1931) was an 
African American minister, businessperson and 
philanthropist; founder of the National Christian 
Missionary Convention
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William Ben Hogan was an American 
professional golfer who is generally 
considered to be one of the greatest 
players in the history of the game.

John Robert Wooden was an American basketball 
player and head coach at the University of 
California, Los Angeles. Nicknamed the "Wizard 
of Westwood," he won ten NCAA national 
championships in a 12-year period as head coach 
at UCLA, including a record seven in a row.
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Frances Louise McDormand is an American 
actress. She is the recipient of numerous 
accolades, including two Academy Awards, 
two Emmy Awards, and a Tony Award, 
making her one of the few performers to 
achieve the Triple Crown of Acting. She has 
a sister, Dorothy A. "Dot" McDormand (an 
ordained Disciples of Christ minister and 
chaplain). 

John Phillip Stamos is an 
American actor, producer, 
musician, comedian and singer.
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James Warren Jones was an American religious leader who, 
along with his inner circle, initiated a mass suicide and mass 

murder in Jonestown, Guyana. He was the founder and 
leader of the Peoples Temple, which he began in Indiana 

during the 1950s.
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Janis Joplin
1st Christian Church, 
Port Arthur, Texas
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The Disciple
October 1999
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Prelude to a Movement
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Historical, Social, and Political Context of the Stone-
Campbell Movement

• 50 years following nation’s independence witnessed dramatic changes 
in the character of American society

• political turmoil

• demography of U.S. changing (population and location)

• rise of competitive capitalist economy posed difficult questions about 
the nature and direction of American society

• fear that Americans had become more relaxed in their religious 
commitments; yet, still idea of Americans as a “chosen people” under 
divine favor
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Second Great Awakening
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Second Great Awakening
• The Awakening lasted some 50 years, from the 1790s to the 1840s, 

and spanned the entire United States. 

• The Awakening, however, was not a uniform phenomenon; the 
theological and social changes it effected took place at different 
times, and with varying intensity, in different areas of the nation.
• New England revivals (1790s-1800s)
• the Great Revival in the West (1797-1805)
• New York revivals (1820s-1840s)

• Protestant phenomena
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Revivalism

• the invention of the camp meeting in western Virginia and North Carolina 
and in the Kentucky and Ohio region by Presbyterians, Methodists, and 
Baptists. 

• At these meetings, hundreds and sometimes thousands of people would 
gather from miles around in a wilderness encampment for four days to a 
week. 

• There they engaged in an unrelenting series of intense spiritual exercises, 
punctuated with cries of religious agony and ecstasy, all designed to promote 
religious fervor and conversions. 

• surrounded by sermons delivered by clergymen especially noted for their 
powerful "plain-speaking" preaching. 
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Stone-Campbell Movement 
Geographical Context
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Barton W. Stone 
and the Great 

Revival
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Barton
Warren
Stone

• Born in 1772 – Port Tobacco, 
Maryland

• Father died when he was 
young

• Moved south during his youth
• At the age of 15 or 16 he 

decided he wanted to be 
educated to become an 
attorney

• Feb 1, 1790, age 18, attends David 
Caldwell’s Guilford Academy
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Barton
Warren
Stone

• Got religion 
• Upon arrival, not interested in 

religion, just wanted to study law
• Just before arriving most of student 

body had been converted to 
Presbyterianism at the preaching of 
William Hodge

• 1791, February — heard James 
McGready, who left him cold and 
religiously detached

• In the spring, got religion at the milder 
preaching of William Hodge, 
(graduate of Caldwell's school) at 
Hawfields Presbyterian Church -
sprinkled
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Barton
Warren
Stone

• After graduation, though leaning to the 
ministry, he rejected it initially choosing to 
visit his brother in Washington, Georgia

• Offered to taught at Succoth Academy, in 
Washington, Georgia for one year
• Influenced by principal, hope hull, A 

Methodist influenced by James O’Kelley in 
1795

• 1796 return to North Carolina-Stone was 
licensed in the Orange Presbytery at 
Hawfields Church, to preach
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Stone’s Difficulties with 
Theological Statements expressed in Creeds

• Concept of the Trinity

• two other doctrine in the Westminster Confession of 
the Presbyterian Church troubled Stone” doctrines of 
“God’s eternal decree” and “the secret will of God”
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Barton
Warren
Stone

• 1797 settled with presbyterian 
congregations at Cane Ridge and 
Concord in northern Kentucky and 
1798 received called from Transylvania 
Presbytery to become pastor of the 
united congregations of those 
churches

• Navigated the adoption of the 
Westminster Confession: stone said, “I 
do in as far as it agrees with the Bible”

• Ordained by Transylvania Presbytery 
on October 4, 1798
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Kentucky Revival & James McGready
• McGready gathered his three congregations, about 400-500 

people, at the Red River church to conduct a communion 
service which was a 4-days ritual, similar to the pattern 
observed in Scotland.

• McGready and his colleagues planned another communion 
service to be held in late July at the Gasper River church. 
They had not anticipated what occurred. An enormous 
crowd – as many as 8,000 – began arriving at the appointed 
date, many from distances as great as 100 miles – bringing 
their camping supplies. The services were held continuously 
from dawn until dusk with the preachers rotating their 
sermons. Preaching was conducted in the church as well as 
outside.

• The events at Red River and Gasper River Churches inspired 
camp meetings to be held throughout the region.

• Fall of 1800 – revival brought many onlookers – one was a 
young Presbyterian minister named Barton W. Stone
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Revivalism Impact on Stone

• Stone saw that God gave faith–the spiritual or moral willingness to 
come to God–through the message of God’s love revealed in Jesus 
Christ, and that sinner had the power to believe that message.

• The gospel was the means by which God gave faith; hence, persons who 
ignored the message of God’s love were responsible for their own 
condemnation.

• Stone began conducting sacramental meetings in northern Kentucky.

• While planning for Cane Ridge revival, Stone married Elizabeth 
Campbell in June 1801.
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Cane Ridge Revival August 6-12 (or 13), 1801

• Area settled in the mid 1700s by Daniel Boone and group from North Carolina
• 1791 – built largest one–room log cabin in America
• Between 10,000-25,000 people gathered from all denominations
• Many got religion
• Different preachers would get up on the back of wagons and speak to groups 

in their area
• People left when food ran out at the end of six days
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Aftermath Of The Revival

 dispute within Presbytery of Washington (included churches in 
Kentucky and Ohio)

 Richard McNemar accused of advocating doctrines that 
contradicted Bible and Westminster Confession of Faith—
McNemar was a New Light Presbyterian

 John Thompson was another revivalist Presbyterian who would be 
questioned on doctrines

 Synod of Kentucky met in fall 1803 and censured Washington 
Presbytery for mishandling the McNemar-Thompson case
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Rejection & Restructuring

• These men resigned both Orange and Washington 
Presbyteries

• They (along with Robert Marshall, John Dunlavy, and Barton 
Stone) formed the Springfield Presbytery on September 10, 
1803; later David Purviance joined the group

• June 28,1804, they dissolved the Springfield Presbytery— The 
Last Will and Testament of the Springfield Presbytery
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The Last Will & Testament Of The 
Springfield Presbytery, June 28, 1804
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Emergence of the Christian Church

• new member of the group, Rice Haggard, proposed the name 
“Christian” and it was accepted

• Haggard had been an ordained Methodist minister in early 
1790s

• he stood with James O’Kelly in resisting Bishop Asbury and 
Haggard and O’Kelly formed the Republican Methodist 
Church

• August 4, 1794 they changed their name to “Christian 
Church” at Haggard’s suggestion
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Emergence of the Christian Church

• James O'Kelly was an early advocate of seeking unity through a return 
to New Testament Christianity. In 1792, dissatisfied with the role of 
bishops in the Methodist Episcopal Church, he separated from that 
body. O'Kelly's movement, centering in Virginia and North Carolina, 
was originally called the Republican Methodist Church. In 1794 they 
adopted the name Christian Church.

• During the same period, Elias Smith of Vermont and Abner Jones of 
New Hampshire led a movement espousing views similar to those of 
O’Kelly. They believed that members could, by looking to scripture 
alone, simply be Christians without being bound to human traditions 
and the denominations that had been brought over from Europe. 
Working independently at first, Jones and Smith joined together in 
their efforts and began exclusively using the name Christian.
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Emergence of the Christian Church

• Elias Smith had heard of the Stone movement by 1804, and 
the O'Kelly movement by 1808. The three groups merged by 
1810. 

• At that time the combined movement had a membership of 
approximately 20,000. This loose fellowship of churches was 
called by the names "Christian Connection/Connexion" or 
"Christian Church."
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While At Gallatin, Tennessee

Copy Of Marriage Bond, 
Gallatin, Tennessee

Married Celia Bowen October 31, 1811

Bowen Home
Mansker’s Station, 

Tennessee
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Barton
Warren
Stone

• conferences of “Christians” 
multiply

• November 1826 Stone founds 
monthly journal: Christian 
Messenger
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Thomas and Alexander Campbell
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British Backgrounds
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Seekers of Church Unity

• European backgrounds of Disciples found in northern 
Ireland, Scotland, and England

• shaped by nonconformist and free-church movements 
in last part of 18th century

• question of how to have diversity and unity
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Seekers of Church Unity
• A Scottish minister living in Holland called for the 

abolition of sectarian names during the 1600s. John 
Drury (1595-1680) said Christians should allow freedom 
in non-essentials, and abolish sectarian names (use 
instead “Reformed Christians”).

• Benjamin Grosvenor (1676-1758), former Presbyterian 
minister, became spokesperson for Independents in 
London. Published book of sermons, An Essay on the 
Name Christian, in 1728 advocating the need to cease 
using denominational names and use only scriptural 
terms to describe themselves.
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Restoration Movements in Great Britain

• late 18th and early 19th centuries saw emergence of a 
number of small and independent movements that 
used the term “restoration” to advocate a return to 
the exact practice of apostolic churches

• common idea was that churches were cluttered with 
human additions to divine revelation

• stressed independence of the local congregation and 
the importance of lay leaders
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Glas-Sandeman Movement

• . This movement occurred in Scotland during the 
1700s.

• John Glas (1695-1773) was one of the first Scottish 
Independents (Congregationalists). He left 
Scotland's established church in 1728.
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John Glas
1695-1773

• 1727 – wrote The Testimony of the King of Martyrs Concerning 
the Kingdom
• Against state churches &
• Intervention of civil authorities in church matters

• Believed:
• The church is made up of those who experienced the grace of 

Christ
• Separated themselves from the world
• Gathered themselves in the church
• Therefore, no place for civil affairs

• Separated from Tealing Church, July 13, 1725, starting an 
independent church
• 100 people followed
• Agreed to follow Christ as lord
• Subjected themselves to Glas’ leadership
• Observed the Lord’s supper monthly (not quarterly like Scottish 

church)
• Followed Matthew 18 – church discipline
• Formed A society of believers
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Glas-Sandeman Movement
• Robert Sandeman (1718-1771) was Glas' 

son-in-law. Sandeman gave the 
movement its theological content. He 
advocated the "holy kiss" and a 
community of goods as practiced in the 
early chapters of Acts, and weekly 
observance of the Lord’s Supper.

• Sandeman migrated to the United 
States where he established a 
congregation in Danbury, Connecticut. 
That congregation affiliated with the 
Restoration Movement after 1840.
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The Haldanes
• The Haldanes heavily influenced Campbellian thought. 

Alexander Campbell studied with one of these men during a 
year in Scotland.

• James Alexander Haldane (1768-1851) and his brother Robert 
(1764-1842) were wealthy Christian Scottish laymen from a 
distinguished family.

• Both men became intensely interested in missions and 
organized an early missionary society then organized missions 
in Scottish cities. The Church of Scotland refused to help, so 
the Haldanes organized a Congregational Church in January, 
1799, with 310 charter members. James Haldane served as the 
first minister and stayed 52 years. Soon the brothers erected a 
second tabernacle and began a seminary.
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The Haldanes
• They called Greville Ewing to head the new school. 

They enrolled the first class in 1799 and by 1808 
nearly 300 ministers graduated. The Haldanes
underwrote the whole expense. 

• Ultimately differences arose between Ewing and the 
brothers over the practice of infant baptism, 
resulting in Ewing's dismissal. 

• Alexander Campbell resided in Glasgow in late 1808 
and early 1809, when these differences created much 
excitement.
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Tabernacle Church Teaching

• New Testament contained the pattern for all Christian service

• Apostolic church model provided church model for all ages

• Thus teaching “restoration” or “restitution”

• Congregational autonomy

• Elders served in each congregation, teaching & ruling

• Each church had its own deacons & minister

• Civil authorities had no right in church matters

• Weekly observance of the lord’s supper

• By 1808 both Haldanes believed that immersion was the only proper mode of 
baptism

• Haldanes differed with Glas over discipline, took a more loving approach
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Northern Ireland

• at end of 18th century, Ulster was largely Presbyterian

• Presbyterians of Scotland and northern Ireland were 
divided into several bodies
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Thomas Campbell
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Thomas Campbell

• He was born in the county of Down, in Northern 
Ireland, on February 1, 1763. His father was first a 
Catholic and then became a member of the Church 
of England/Ireland (Anglican). 

• Thomas joined the fellowship of the Seceder branch 
of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland.

• church of the Seceders had been created to preserve 
a congregation’s right to select its own ministers
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Thomas Campbell

• first entered the University of Glasgow and after 
graduating from this university he entered the 
Divinity School at Whitburn for theological training

• This theological school was maintained by the Anti-
Burgher branch of the Seceder Church
• Anti-Burghers opposed the requirement that the burgesses 

of Scottish cities swear to support the established church
• Thomas also took that position
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Thomas Campbell
• Thomas studied at the seminary with Rev. Archibald Bruce

• married Jane Corneigle in 1787 and first child (Alexander) 
was born September 12, 1788

• Thomas worked as a teacher and supply preacher in the 
Seceder Church while a probationer

• 1798 accepted a call to become pastor of congregation at 
Ahorey and was ordained the pastor of that church

• 1804 moved family and opened a school of his own near Rich 
Hill
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Thomas Campbell
• political, economic, and religious disturbances in Ireland at 

the beginning of the 19th century

• 1795 question arose among Burgher Presbyterians over the 
power of civil magistrates in religious matters and produced 
two parties distinguished by terms “Old Light” Burghers and 
“New Light” Burghers

• Old Lights opposed allowing conscientious objection to 
state-regulated doctrines and the New Lights supported it
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Thomas Campbell
• Old Light party headed by Archibald Bruce, Thomas’s former 

seminary teacher who organized a new presbytery in August 
1806

• Thomas now found himself a member and minister of the 
Old Light Anti-Burgher Seceder Presbyterian Church

• pronounced sectarian spirit in Ireland led Thomas to seek a 
union between the Burgher and Anti-Burgher Seceders
• efforts failed but made Thomas more conscious of the need for a basis on which 

the church could unite
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Thomas Campbell
• decided to immigrate to America and left Ireland on April 8, 1807

• settled in western Pennsylvania that was called an “American Ulster”

• in the United States there was the Associate Synod of North America, 
which was the organization of the Anti-Burgher Seceder Presbyterians

• after his arrival, Thomas was received and accepted an appointment for 
a year

• requested assignment to the Chartiers Presbytery but soon suspicions 
began to arise by his fellow ministers wondering whether he was sound 
in doctrine and polity
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Thomas Campbell
• Thomas was asked to visit a few scattered Anti-Burgher Presbyterians 

to hold a sacramental celebration among them

• accompanied by student minister William Wilson

• Thomas was concerned for many persons in other branches of the 
Presbyterian family who had not received the Lord’s Supper for a while 
and were in attendance at his service

• he proposed that all persons present were free to partake of the 
elements when offered, regardless of presbyterial connection

• Wilson said nothing at the time but was shocked that Thomas would 
do this
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Thomas Campbell
• story of heresy circulated rapidly and at the next meeting of the 

presbytery, it was charged that Thomas had “publicly taught anti-
doctrine”

• vote taken and Thomas was convicted of deviation from the Anti-
Burgher doctrine

• Thomas responded to the 7 charges made against him but the 
presbytery censured him and action began to suspend him from 
preaching indefinitely

• appeal to the Associate Synod of North America also failed and they 
censured Thomas’s actions as well
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Thomas Campbell
• Thomas now defended his thesis that the union of Christians 

should rest on the authority of scriptures alone

• Thomas continued his ministerial labors stressing the need 
for the union of the church on the basis of the Bible and 
gathered a group in 1809 to discuss plans for a permanent 
organization

• conceived of idea of forming a Christian Association (not a 
church but an agency for helping propagate ideas of 
Christian cooperation)
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Thomas Campbell
• August 17, 1809: organization of the Christian Association of 

Washington

• Thomas agreed to write a statement of purpose and objectives for the 
organization

• Declaration and Address read and approved at a meeting of the 
Christian Association on September 7, 1809
• Most noted of his contributions to the Restoration of NT Christianity is the 

Declaration & Address of August 1809, the cornerstone document of the 
movement, promoting Biblical authority, speaking where the Bible speaks; Doing 
Bible things in Bible ways. Utilizing Bible words in their original context to be 
applied in our hermeneutic.  

• October 1809-Thomas’s family arrived in the United States from 
Ireland
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Alexander Campbell
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November 9, 1808 Attends 
Glasgow University, Scotland 

Note Later Resemblance To 
Bethany College
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Influences Of Greville Ewing

• Taught in Haldane schools until 
1808

• Began teaching at Glasgow 
university, one of his students: 
Alexander Campbell

• Campbell’s essays on leadership & 
Lord’s supper caused him to give 
up Presbyterianism
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• In May, 1809 (three months prior to Alexander's departure for America), 
the Presbyterian Church in Glasgow prepared to hold one of its semi-
annual observances of the communion. 

• In the weeks prior to this observance the minister and elders began a 
process of visiting the various members to determine who among them 
was "worthy" to receive a token which would admit them to the 
communion service. 

• Alexander Campbell agonized over the law ordering communicants to 
acquire proof of worthiness to take the Lord's Supper. He sincerely 
believed that no human had the right to sit in judgment on the spiritual 
worthiness of another to come to the Lord’s Table. 
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• The plate was passed around the table, and the communicants in turn placed 
their tokens in the plate, thus signifying their "worthiness" to partake of the 
Lord's Supper in that particular church under the oversight of those particular 
leaders. 

• The plate came to Campbell, and "he threw his token upon the plate handed 
round!" When the elements (the bread and wine) came around, he refused to 
eat them. He then arose from the table and walked out of the building. 

• He renounced all allegiance to the Seceder Church of Scotland, or any other 
ecclesiastical body by whatever name, that proclaimed itself the “only doorway 
to the throne of God.”
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October 1809 
A. Campbell reaches 

Washington, Pennsylvania 

• Reads proof-sheets of the 
“Declaration and Address"   

• Devotes his life to the plea for 
Christian union. 

• Association applied to synod 
of Pittsburgh for membership 
who did not grant request 

• 1810 preaches first sermon, 
July 15, from Matthew 7: 24-27
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Father-Son Views in Agreement

• regarded denominations around them as having the substance of 
Christianity, but not its original nature; chief object of proposed 
reformation was to restore the primitive church

• regarded each congregation as independent

• considered “lay preaching” as authorized and denied any distinction 
between clergy and laity

• looked on infant baptism as without scriptural authority

• anticipated the possibility of the association’s becoming a church in 
order to obey scriptures

• in depending on scriptural authority, they foresaw that some things, 
considered important to others, must be excluded
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• March 12, 1811 marries Margaret 
Brown 

• May 4, 1811, Christian Association of 
Washington becomes church at 
Brush Run 

• Began to celebrate the Lord’s Supper 
weekly

• 1812, Jan. 1st — ordained to the work 
of the ministry

• 1812, March 13th — his daughter Jane 
born

1811, Age 23
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Brush Run 1811-1823
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Begins a New Study on the Subject of Baptism

• June 12, 1812 immersed by elder 
Matthias Luce, of the Baptist 
church, on the confession of 
faith in Christ as the Son of God.  

• Thomas Campbell, concedes to 
him the leadership of the 
movement at age 24 

Matthias Luce
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Fellowship with Baptists

• Redstone Baptist Association urged Campbells’ to join but 
differences stood in the way

• Thomas and Alexander invited to preach at Baptist 
congregations

• late 1814/early 1815 Brush Run Church makes application to 
Redstone Baptist Association and is admitted

• from this time forward, Alexander emerges as leader

• potential move further west to establish a religious colony
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1813 John Brown, His Father-In-Law Gives Alexander Campbell His  Farm.
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Trouble with Redstone Baptist Association

• 1816 Thomas Campbell presented an application for 
membership of a small congregation organized at Pittsburgh

• application was denied because its letter “was not presented 
according to the constitution of the Association,” which 
required acceptance of the Philadelphia Confession or its 
equivalent
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1823, July 4, first issue of The Christian Baptist

• Began the series 
“Restoration of the Ancient 
Order of Things."
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1823: Campbell-McCalla Debate

• William L. Mccalla, Presbyterian

• October 15-21, 1823 in Washington, Mason County, Kentucky

• Subject: Christian baptism

• Preparation was a joint effort with Thomas Campbell & Walter Scott

• ***It was during this debate that Walter Scott, T.C. & Alexander agreed 
and taught that baptism was for the remission of sins.
• Campbell may not have realized the ramifications of using this argument in the 

debate.

• Alexander Campbell prints the debate

• following this debate, Campbell made first visit to central Kentucky and 
became acquainted with the Christian movement led by Barton Stone
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• 1826 Alexander published modern language version of the New 
Testament translated by British scholars a half century before

• sought to present New Testament in simple and understandable 
language, which reader could interpret for oneself

• Campbell also added 100 pages of critical notes and appendixes

• major change was to write “immerse” wherever other versions had 
“baptize”

• changes gave great offense to all nonimmersionists (and also to most 
Baptists)
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Mahoning Baptist Association

• Because of increased opposition on the part of some of the leaders of the Redstone 
Association, Alexander Campbell and some others withdrew from the Brush Run 
Church and established a church in Wellsburg in 1823. This church was received into 
the Mahoning Association in Ohio.
• The Redstone Association responded by withdrawing fellowship from the Brush Run church in 

1824 and expelling four other congregations associated with the Campbells in 1826

• The Mahoning Baptist Association was established in 1820

• Even though the Philadelphia Confession of Faith was considered its "organic law," 
the Association was "filled with ideas of religious reformation" and both open 
discussion and doctrinal diversity were accepted

• Campbell's journal the Christian Baptist was well received in the Association, as were 
his debates

• Another early Restoration Movement leader, Walter Scott, was hired by the 
Mahoning Association as an evangelist in 1827
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• Alexander Campbell remained in complete control of 
the churches in the Mahoning Association until 1829, 
when the breaking time came.

• Beaver Baptist Association, a small fraternity located 
in the "Western Reserve in Ohio." This little 
Association in session August, 1829, in the 
Providence Church, near Pittsburg, withdrew 
fellowship from the Mahoning Association. 
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• By 1830 – Baptists responded with “Anathemas”
• 1. Tate Creek Anathema

• a. 10 point outline on how to recognize a Campbellite.
• 2. Beaver Creek Anathema

• a. 1830 – 8 points on how to recognize a Campbellite.

• Resolutions in all Baptist associations concerning 
Campbellism.
• “Water salvation people are to be avoided at all costs.”

• All this caused Campbell to finally make a break with the 
Baptist Church.
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January 4, 
Millennial 
Harbinger 

Begins

July 5, Last 
Issue Of The 

Christian 
Baptist
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Walter Scott
(1796-1861)
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• Walter Scott first met Alexander Campbell in the winter of 
1821-22. After discussing their religious views they were 
surprised that they occupied similar ground; this meeting 
formalized the beginning of a cooperative movement in 
restoration preaching. 

• In 1827 Alexander Campbell was instrumental in the selection 
of Scott as Evangelist for the Mahoning Association. His first 
sermon was in a Baptist church at New Lisbon, on the Western 
Reserve of Ohio- November 18, 1827.
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• Faith, repentance, baptism, remission of sins, and the gift 
of the Holy Spirit-this was the "gospel restored" in Scott's 
preaching. The result was a great revival among 
Mahoning churches—but a different kind from those at 
Cane Ridge and other places in the West. There was none 
of the emotionalism, no exercises, no continuous camp 
meetings. Hundreds responded. 
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• Walter Scott would address himself to the 
school children who were returning home 
from school in such a way that he soon had 
quite a circle of them gathered around him. 
He then said to them: “Children, hold up 
your left hands.” They all did so, anticipating 
some sport. “Now,” said he, “beginning with 
your thumb repeat what I say to you: Faith, 
repentance, baptism, forgiveness of sins, gifts 
of the Holy Spirit.” 

• He then said, “Children, now run home-don’t 
forget what is on your fingers and tell your 
parents that a man will preach the gospel 
tonight at the school house, as you have it on 
the five fingers of your hands.”
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• Scott became convinced, as the result of much study in the Bible, that the role 
of the Holy Spirit had not been placed in the proper sequence nor probed 
systematically. First, he decided that the mission of the Holy Spirit was only to 
the church and not the means through which one entered the church.

• In Scott's thinking, the Spirit was received after persons heard the gospel and 
obeyed.

• The purpose for which the Spirit was sent was to comfort the disciples, 
convince the world, and to glorify Jesus. The Spirit carries out this mission 
through the church.

• Clearly, Scott believed in the indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the church and in 
the individual believer—as it was put later—separate and apart from the 
Word. The Spirit therefore was present in conjunction with the scripture in 
the proclamation of the gospel.
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• As to the order, Scott especially stressed the positioning of 
the Holy Spirit. Faith was produced, not by the Spirit as most 
evangelicals believed, but by testimony establishing Jesus' 
messiahship. "

• In The Gospel Restored, Scott emphasized that the Spirit 
worked in the hearts of those who had been baptized into 
the church, and in order to bring unbelievers to belief.
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“Raccoon” John Smith
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• John Smith was born on October 15, 1784 in East 
Tennessee, in what is now known as Sullivan County.

• John Smith had very little schooling. He attended 
school four months in a log schoolhouse when he 
was but a lad. 

• He had a strong desire to be a preacher. In 1808, John 
Smith was ordained to preach.
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• Smith began reading the Christian Baptist, published by 
Alexander Campbell. From this he learned much and was led 
into a fuller appreciation of the New Testament teaching. 

• Alexander Campbell came to Kentucky in the spring of 1824. 
He met two very important people in his life. One was 
Raccoon John Smith. 

• Alexander Campbell came to Kentucky in the spring of 1824. 
He met two very important people in his life. One was 
Raccoon John Smith. 
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Union of the Stone-Campbell 
Movement
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• Alexander Campbell and Barton Stone first met in 1824 when 
Campbell came to Kentucky.

• Together they sat and talked for hours of the similarities of 
their own ministry. 

• Over the next six years they continued to meet, to write back 
and forth, and to discuss the Scriptures. In short, it was 
determined that there was little need for the two groups, 
Christians and Disciples to stay apart. 
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Uniting issues:

1831 Decided to form a unified movement

Problems:

1. Christian (Stonites)  or   Disciple (Campbellites)

2.  Emotional vs intellectual movements (preachers vs 
teachers)

3. Teaching on baptism

4. Ordination of ministers

5.  Doctrine of the Holy Spirit
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Principles of the Movement in Tension
UNITY RESTORATION
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Restoration Principle
• Alexander Campbell’s theological orientation came during his year at the 

University of Glasgow and the influence of the Haldanes’ training school for 
lay preachers and writings of Glas and Sandeman
• Emphasized need of restoring exact practices of primitive/ancient 

Christianity

• Walter Scott (also reared in Presbyterian Church of Scotland) influenced by 
these ideas

• Stone and his followers (“Christians”) also concerned about re-establishing 
sole authority of the Bible, yet were less vigorous in demands for a close 
observance of New Testament patterns
• Stone’s major emphasis was to restore the spirit of New Testament 

Christianity
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• born in United States

• supporter of revivalism

• unity: possession and manifestation of 
God’s spirit in each Christian was 
essential basis of unity

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• born in Ireland and immigrated to U.S.

• supporter of intellectualism/legalism

• unity: only way to bring about visible 
unity of Christians would be to 
“propound the ancient gospel and the 
ancient order of things in the words 
and sentences found in the apostolic 
writings–to abandon all traditions and 
usages not found in the record, and to 
make no human terms of communion”
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• only an ordained minister was qualified 
to administer the ordinances 
(sacraments)

• churches should not “induct someone 
into the ministerial office”–that 
function belonged to bishops and 
elders

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• either a minister or laity was qualified 
to administer the ordinances 
(sacraments)

• preachers should be qualified in 
character, education, talents, and 
commitment—those were sufficient 
credentials for ordination; did not hold 
any mystical “call” to the ministry
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• anti-Trinitarian: the idea of co-eternal 
Father and Son was illogical and 
unbiblical

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• Trinitarian: typical approach of 
Campbell was to argue for the doctrine 
of the Trinity without actually using the 
non-biblical verbiage (such as “trinity”) 
that characterized the historic debates 
and led to unnecessary division among 
Christians
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• salvation happens in a single 
present-tense event

• Stone stated that the faith God gives 
is “the willingness to come to Christ 
– through the gospel of God’s love 
for sinners in Jesus Christ.” 
Therefore, those who did not accept 
the gift and did not believe the 
gospel were, by their own choice, 
subjecting themselves as sinners. 
Dunnavant, ed, Cane Ridge in 
Context, 80.

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• salvation as a sometimes long and 
complicated process one undergoes in 
the world–God drove humans to 
salvation, often over a long period of 
time
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• wanted to subjugate these human-
made creeds to a broad Christian unity

• embraced a negative restorationism in 
that he centers it on what the church 
should not do in order to be like the 
first-century church 

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• wanted to destroy human-made creeds 
in order to allow Christian unity to exist

• embraced a positive restorationism 
which tries to stress what the church 
should do in order to be identical to the 
first-century church– he based this on 
the examples given in scripture
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• baptism necessary but not an essential 
pattern or belief; Christian churches in 
Stone’s movement still practiced 
various forms of baptism, and he was 
not willing to make one version 
binding. Thus, Stone had to conclude 
that “Christian baptism is an individual 
and personal duty, and is not a subject 
of fellowship, which implies plurality.”

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• baptism a voluntary act of faith and by 
immersion; Campbell’s theology of 
baptism certainly affirmed the rite was 
for remission, though he strongly 
denied that cognitive comprehension of 
that fact was required by God — only 
submissive faith that was obedient
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Differences between Stone and Campbell

BARTON STONE

• rejected substitutionary atonement 
(Christ died as a substitutionary 
sacrifice for all human sinfulness) 
because it led to universalism—if 
Christ was a substitutionary sacrifice, 
then it must be a sacrifice that covers 
all sin, and therefore saves all 
humanity; rejected substitutionary 
atonement as impossible in that it 
changes the nature of God

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL

• held firm to the orthodox view of 
substitutionary atonement—contained 
something Campbell refers to as “sin-
offering,” which served as the perfect 
remedy to transgression; claimed 
substitutionary atonement to be 
absolutely necessary for God’s plan to 
work
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Millennial Harbinger, July 5, 1830
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Millennial Harbinger, October 4, 1830
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Stone’s Views

• Stone did not require complete agreement in thought and belief, 
but in holding differences in community in a spirit of love. 

• [Stone] differed sharply from Alexander Campbell (1788-1866), 
who believed that Christian unity should be established on a 
particular biblical pattern of entrance requirements into the 
Church, a set of biblical doctrines and biblical church polity. 

• Campbell, with his viewpoint, probably never would have been 
able to bring his followers together with those of Stone. 

• It was Stone’s spirit and active practical interest in unity which 
generated the drive necessary to cement the union of the two 
groups. (William Garrett West, Barton Warren Stone: Early American Advocate of Christian Unity
(Nashville: Disciples of Christ Historical Society, 1954), 111.)
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Stone’s Views

• “This spirit leads us to love God and his children- to love 
and pray for all mankind.  This is the very union for which 
Jesus prayed, and by which the world will believe that he 
is the Christ of God.  O, let us endeavor to have, and then 
keep the unity of the spirit in the bonds of peace.” (Barton 
Stone, The Christian Messenger no. 7 (October 1833): 315–16.)
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• The Union between the Christians and the Disciples/Reformers 
occurred in 1832 despite significant theological disagreements 
between Stone and Campbell. 

• John T. Johnson, a leader of Campbell’s movement in Kentucky, 
would be assuming the role of co-editor of Stone’s Christian 
Messenger in January 1832.
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• The 1832 union of Stone and Campbell’s churches was in fact formalized not 
by Stone and Campbell, but by Stone together with Smith, who represented 
Campbell’s constituency in Kentucky.
• Raccoon John Smith gave the first unity sermon on New Year's Day 1832 in Lexington, 

Kentucky. Following the sermon, those in attendance who represented two different 
sides to the restoration movement, grasped hands demonstrating the value of the plea 
for unity. 

• “Raccoon” John Smith represented the movement of the Disciples in a 
meeting at Hill Street Christian church on January 1st, 1832, where they 
extended the right hand of fellowship with B.W. Stone’s Christian Movement. 

• It was on this occasion that Smith was reported as saying, “Let us, then, my,, 
brethren, be no longer Campbellites or Stoneites, New Lights or Old Lights, 
or any other kind of lights, but let us all come to the Bible, and to the Bible 
alone, as the only book in the world that can give us all the Light we need.”
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The Stone/Campbell Movement
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The Stone/Campbell Movement
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The Good New Spreads

During The Years 1832 & 1833 John Rogers & Raccoon John Smith Were Selected To 
Travel Throughout The Region To Make People Aware That Union Had Taken Place
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1839 Plans For Bethany 
College.

•1840 Bethany College 
Chartered And 
Organized, Campbell 
Elected President

•Donated Land Plus 
$10,000.00
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• Campbell Influence Begins 
Overshadowing Stone’s

• 1834 Stone Moves To 
Jacksonville, Illinois

• 1841 Stone Suffers A Stroke But 
Improves

• 1843 Write His Autobiography

Last Years Of The Life 
Of B.W. Stone
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Alexander Campbell’s 
Reaction Upon His Visit 
To The Grave Of Barton 

W. Stone
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1847 Alexander Campbell Tours Through 
England, Scotland And Ireland 

• Gravely Ill

• During His 
Absence His Son 
Wickliffe Had 
Drowned, Not 
Informed Until His 
Return Home

• Invited To Speak 
Before Congress. 
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1854 
Thomas Campbell 
Died January 4 At 
Age Of 
Eighty-Three

The Last Picture Taken Of 
Thomas Campbell
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Alexander Campbell’s Openness and Willingness to Change Views

• Sunday schools

• paid ministry

• form of baptism (Lunenburg letter)

• missionary society

• reference to movement as a denomination
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Millennial Harbinger
October 1851,  essay on 
“Psalmody,” p. 580-581
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Lunenburg Letter (1837)
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Lunenburg Letter (1837)
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